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Where Men Are Women—

We were well advanced in this work, and we explain how this week's work would explain to attention, you know how kind people and how the women knew how.

And it worked. When a man asked, "What can't be changed, the woman would explain, "while the woman brought him the..."

On Anderson's Attitude—

People in Anderson, Clemson's neighbor town, are very anxious to get additions to Clemson students.

Several times Anderson's greatness was the test of your town's and your school's standards, but once in a while, here too, the city's Many women would have to whisper up a tree.

Free Legal Advice—

There is a free legal advice for our students at Clemson's free legal clinic, the legal aid service which is open to the public.

Here is some free advice we pass on to our Clemson students:

South Carolina bar sets six per cent as the legal limit for evasion of court

A person sets six per cent as the legal limit for evasion of court.

It's a free legal advice for our students at Clemson's free legal clinic, the legal aid service which is open to the public.

Incidentally, they talk that money is to the children's world's three oldest crimes.

Our Money's Worth—

A recent syndicated cartoon showed a horse and a man, who had been sold by a jockey who was only 15 years old. The horse was a good one to the tune of 200 or more.

This is a good one to the tune of 200 or more.

People Are Talking—

Ben Sherwood, former Tiger managing editor, has moved into his new house, where he will have a house for the first time in his life.

This is where he will have a house for the first time in his life.

Intra-Mural Sports Make Boon—

Mostly Monday night, the Block Club Captain has a new one from the animal's construction, which is going to be a great help in the construction of a new building.

This is going to be a great help in the construction of a new building.

Something Hitler Said—

The German dictator, Hitler, has said things in Central Europe jumping at his every word, and a few times his words hit him on one good remark recently. Said he:

"Something Hitler Said—"

To his friend, "If you want me to tell you something, I'll tell you something, but it must be true."

That's all, that's our last."

"SHOULD CHURCH ATTENDANCE BE MADE COMPELATORY?"

I. M. Shropshire: "Compulsory church attendance should be compulsory."

2. R. W. Willard: "The doctrine of the church should be the same in all churches."

3. R. W. Willard: "I think it should be a law."

4. E. P. Straub: "I think the church should be the same in all churches."

5. R. M. H. Brown: "I think the church should be the same in all churches."

"Ham Radio—"

Ham Radio—"

"...the big fish eat the little fish."

The Tiger—

"The Tiger—"

"...the big fish eat the little fish."

Judge Commends Band Editorial—

"Dear Sir:"

"Judge Commends Band Editorial—"

"I think the Tiger band's work with their instruments has been done to make their music more pleasing to the ear."
Problem of Supplying Bugler Discussed

By FRANK PERNA

The problem of bugling has always been a problem in the military. It has always been a matter of concern in the military, where it is used as a signal for various activities, including warning soldiers of danger or calling them to attention. The problem of bugling has been discussed in various military manuals and books on military history, and there have been many attempts to solve it.

The problem of bugling is that it is difficult to recruit and train qualified buglers. Buglers need to have a strong voice and good physical condition, as well as a good understanding of the bugle's music and the military's use of it. The problem of bugling is also that it is difficult to maintain a sufficient number of qualified buglers over time.

The problem of bugling is also that it is difficult to find qualified buglers who are willing to serve in the military. Bugling is not a glamorous or well-paid job, and it is often difficult for military recruits to see the value of learning to bugle.
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The problem of bugling is also that it is difficult to find qualified buglers who are willing to serve in the military. Bugling is not a glamorous or well-paid job, and it is often difficult for military recruits to see the value of learning to bugle.

The problem of bugling is also that it is difficult to find qualified buglers who are willing to serve in the military. Bugling is not a glamorous or well-paid job, and it is often difficult for military recruits to see the value of learning to bugle.
113 Clemson Men Eligible For Officers Reserve Camp

After The Banquet—

Family Relations Expert Looks To Caring For His Own Family

By Prof. Freeman, director of the Family Economics Department, University of Arizona, who made several trips of inspection of Clemson a few weeks ago, the fact that in most of the cases where the family relations are good, there is a group corporation, whether it be of the graduate or the local society sort, is definitely established. The present trip shows that the efforts of the family relations are working to the best advantage of the corporation. The present trip shows that the efforts of the family relations are working to the best advantage of the corporation. The present trip shows that the efforts of the family relations are working.

47 Colleges to Aid Refugee Students

The committee has called an all-state meeting given by the initiates in the Inter-collegiate Committee to Aid Student Welfare to consider the problem of the refugees. At the annual banquet of the Inter-collegiate Committee to Aid Student Welfare, the following resolutions were adopted:

- The committee appointed to consider the problem of the refugees will hold a meeting to be held at the Annual College Book and Supply Store.

Industrial Education Fraternity Initiates

Nine students in the horticulture department have made a memorial to the memory of Mr. W. H. Washington, on the 10th of this month. After the meeting, nine students were given a meeting by the initiates in the Inter-collegiate Committee to Aid Student Welfare to consider the problem of the refugees.

Nine Horticulture Students Live High

Nine students in the horticulture department, who are being persecuted because of their work and dedication to the study of their craft, are being given a special meeting by the initiates in the Inter-collegiate Committee to Aid Student Welfare to consider the problem of the refugees.

The Central Dance Association

INVITING YOU TO

The Annual Athletic Ball

MARCH 24-25

Music By Clemson's Jungaleers

Block Ticket $2.00

Friday Evening, Formal $1.25

Saturday Tea Dance Free

Saturday Evening, Informal $1.00

SPECIAL INVITATION EXTENDED FOR TEA DANCE

(Compliment, The Tiger).

The Official College Book and Supply Store
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Dr. Freeman and Carl Page to go
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Tiger Tankers
Trample Miami

Chemists To Be Installed by National Fraternity April 7-8

Anderson Free Rides Are Discontinued

Hinson Coaches Baseballers;
Schedule Listed

Hinson coaches baseballers; Schedule Listed

Oratorical Prexy—

N. C. Students, Others, To Visit Campus

Installation of Clemson's honor chemistry fraternity, Alpha Chi Sigma, national honor fraternity.安装, will be April 7-8. (B. C. S. R., Reg.)
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LaCrosse Sticks Arrive; Game May Develop Into Major Sport

The arrival of LaCrosse Sticks at Clemson last week has made possible the beginning of a new sport on the campus. LaCrosse is a cross between Field Hockey and Lacrosse and is considered by many as the best game on the field outside of football.

LaCrosse has a limited list of rules and, as a result, is not as time consuming as other games. It is played on a regulation football field and with a field hockey ball. The game is played with a lacrosse stick.

Moore, Navy Lacrosse Coach, advises in the field house. As a result of his efforts, LaCrosse has become popular on the campus.

Moore said that LaCrosse has been gaining a firm foothold. At first it was difficult to get it started but the game is catching on.

Moore stated that LaCrosse is easy to learn and is enjoyed by most players. It is a game that can be played by both men and women.

The LaCrosse team is made up of a nucleus of players who were on the hockey team last year. These players were the ones who introduced LaCrosse to the team.

The team is still in the beginning stages of its development but is expected to become a major sport in the near future.
**Freshman Intra-Mural Track Meet Slated For March 25**

**Track Schedule**

April 2-3, C. C.relay at
Gainesville (invitational).
April 12-13, C. C. at Gains-
ville.
April 15-16, C. C. at Cleve-
land.
April 17, Georgia Tech at At-
lanta.
April 26—Georgia at Clevel-
land.
May 1, State meet at Clinton.
May 2-3, Furman at and
Furman.
May 20, Intra-Mural meet at
Chapel Hill.

**All Intra-Mural Teams—**

1. Pete's Lunch Room No. 1
2. TD1
3. C. C.
4. S. E. C.
5. State meet
6. Furman
7. Clinton
8. Y. M. C. A.

**Top Scoring Teams**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C. C.</td>
<td>2405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pete's Lunch</td>
<td>2200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. E. C.</td>
<td>2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State meet</td>
<td>1800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furman</td>
<td>1700</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Impact Basketball Team Named**

The finest performers of all the players in the intramural league made selections of the Tiger's All-impact Basketball Team somewhat difficult. Fred Hartung, director, and today.

The team was selected on the basis of their performances in the previous four games. The following players have been chosen:

- Guard: Bob Dillard, D-1, C-1
- Forward: Pete Fluitt, A-2, F
- Guard: Al Intra-Mural Basketball Team Named

Swimmers Will Compete At Y

In Carolinas A. A. U. Meet

The Carolinas A. A. U. swimming meet will be held in the Y. M. C. A. pool at the University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, May 26-28.

*Al Intra-Mural Basketball Team Named*

Grant And Aump Artists Are Learning At The "Y"

The sketching class at the University of North Carolina is enjoying its study at the "Y." The class is taught by Mrs. E. F. Martin, who is also the director of the "Y." The students are working on sketches of the "Y." The class is well attended and the students are making good progress.

---

**When the Library search failed**

**...the telephone succeeded!**

FIVE sophomores at a New England university had been assigned to report on the residential districts of a southern city, its principal products and the location of its plantations. Hour after hour they thumbed through book after book in the Library—so to no avail. Then one afternoon they had a happy idea—they only telephone the boy's Mayday. They did—and in a few minutes had all the information they needed.

No matter what the question—in sales, in business—you'll find the telephone is often the quickest, most economical way to get the answer.

---

**New Shop and Save at GALLANT-BELK CO.**

Anderson's Largest and Best Department Store.
Crowds Witness First Sham Battle; No Casualties Reported

Major And The Lady--

Miss Anna May D'Aquin, of New Orleans, who has spent the last two years with relations in the cities of South Africa, is shown above at the Military Ball with her mother. Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas, who is opening a new New Orleans tailor.

66 Take Advantage Of Anderson Ride Project

Some 66 Clemson students were transported free from Anderson to Clemson last Saturday and Sunday by andís on the University of South Carolina and other colleges.

Taps Ball--

(Continued from Page One)

Further down the line, in one corner, a young lady is sitting on the floor of a state house in the University of South Carolina, and on her face is painted a smile.

Other Notes

AtWilliams, Duke Northwest, the University of Michigan College of Business Administration, and the University of Wisconsin College of Business Administration, there was a group of students who were discussing the latest developments in the field of business administration.

Mrs. A. H. Dumas, who is visiting the University of South Carolina, brought back a new idea for the University of South Carolina. She was met by her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas at Clemson, brings back a new idea for the University of South Carolina. She was met by her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas at Clemson.

\[\text{Miss D'Aquin Of New Orleans, Etc., Is Visiting}\]

By George McMillen

Miss Anna May D'Aquin, of New Orleans, who has just returned to the States after two years in the Union of South Africa, and the last two weeks has been visiting her mother, Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas of Clemson, brings back an impressionable impression of her stay in the "Dark Continent.

To French Legion

Miss D'Aquin fell for a chance at Columbia College the other day. If you were out at her house, you might have seen her dancing with her. Mrs. Dumas, and Major Dumas of Clemson, brings back a new idea for the University of South Carolina. She was met by her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas at Clemson, brings back a new idea for the University of South Carolina. She was met by her aunt, Mrs. A. H. Dumas, and Major Dumas at Clemson.

RADIO CITY'S "ROCKETTES"--CHESTERFIELDS

That's why Chesterfields are milder and taste better... that's why they'll give you more pleasure than any cigarette you ever smoked.

A Combination that Satisfies with a Capital "S"

Radio City's world-famous "Rockettes" and CHESTERFIELDS...two can't-be-copied combinations

There's skill and precision in the way the Rockettes dance and there's skill and precision in the way the mild ripe Chestertobacco are blended and proportioned to bring out the best in each. That's why Chestertobacco are milder and taste better... that's why they'll give you more pleasure than any cigarette you ever smoked.